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Have a little faith : a true story of a last
request.
Albom, Mitch. Hyperion, 2009. 296.7 Alb
Chronicles the lives of two incredible men whose lives
demonstrate what faith is all about.
Divinity in Disguise: nested meditations to delight
the mind and awaken the soul.
Anderson, Kevin. CLB Press, 2003. 242 And
These meditations delight the mind and soul with the
subtle or dramatic shifts in meaning as the pieces reveal
their truths, one line at a time.
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Common prayer : a liturgy for ordinary radicals.
Claiborne, Shane and Jonathan Wilson-Hartgrove, &
Enuma Okoro. Zondervan, c2010 264.15 Cla
A daily guide for personal and communal Christian prayer,
and worship and song, regardless of your background.
Companions in Christ: a small-group experience
in spiritual formation.
Upper Room, 2006. 248.4 Com Leader and Participant.
The participant's book includes five volumes (28 weeks) of materials:
Embracing the Journey: the Way of Christ; Feeding on the
Word: the mind of Christ; Deepening our Prayer: the heart of Christ;
Responding to our call: the work of Christ; Exploring Spiritual guidance:
he spirit of Christ. The leader’s guide provides a myriad of ideas on how to lead and
nurture participants, suggestions for retreats, resources, and music.
In the Sanctuary of Women: a companion for reflection and prayer.
Richardson, Jan L. Upper Room, 2010.
An invitation to enter into a conversation with women past and present and risk
deep spiritual transformation.
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When God and Cancer Meet: true stories of hope and healing.
Eib, Lynn. Tyndale, 2002. 248.861 Eib
Cancer survivors tell their stories of struggling with faith amidst diagnosis, prognosis and treatment.
Seeds of Faith: practices to grow a healthy spiritual life.
Langford, Jeremy. Paraclete, 2007. 248.482 Lan
Simple, accessible, shows how our ordinary lives can be extraordinary places of God's grace.
A Million miles in a thousand years : what I learned while editing my Life.
Miller, Donald. Thomas Nelson, 2009. 277.308 Mil
When two movie producers proposed turning his earlier memoir (Blue Like Jazz) into a movie, he
found himself launched into a new story filled with risk, possibility, beauty and meaning.
Lord of Creation: a resource for creative Celtic spirituality.
O’Malley, Brendan. Morehouse, 2005. 248.8 Lor
An ideas-filled resource on creative Celtic spirituality designed to engage all the senses in prayer and
worship, challenging us to bring our whole selves to our worship.

The Year of Living Like Jesus: my journey of discovering what Jesus
would really do.
Dobson, Ed. Zondervan, 2009. B Dobson Year
Dobson’s transition from someone who follows Jesus to someone who lives like Jesus takes him into
bars, inspires him to pick up hitchhikers and deepens his understanding of suffering.
Earthy Mysticism: spirituality for unspiritual people.
Sample, Tex. Abingdon, 2008. 248.4 Sam
This book is about a God who will never leave us alone, especially in the ordinary places.
Organic Spirituality: a six fold path for contemplative living.
Vandergrift, Nicki. Orbis, 2000. 248.482 Van
The suggested path: slowing down, sharing stories, stillness, solitude, surrender and solidarity.
One Thousand Gifts: a dare to live fully right where you are.
Voskamp, Ann. Zondervan, 2010. 248.4 Vos
Teaches us how to biblically lament loss, turning pain into poetry, intentionally embrace a lifestyle of
radical gratitude, slow down and catch God in the moment.

